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FIFTY YEARS.

EORGE Dawson once said, “You know I have
often gentlemen coming from abroad to see
me in Birmingham, and they want to see the
sights. When I get a foreigner who wants
to see the sights of Birmingham, I take him

about half a mile into the country and set
him down opposite a certain little chapel. It is just a
barn. But I point to it and say, “Now, look there.
There is something you cannot see in all the continent
of Europe. The outward and visible sign of a self-
reliant Christian community, which needs neither Priest
nor Establishment nor Government to keep it going.”
Upon precisely the same grounds, the Chapel at Dawley
Bank is worthy of a moment’s consideration. If the
structure itself cannot be enthusiastically spoken of, yet
it stands for fifty years’ advocacy of certain grand
principles which the world can ill afford to lose.

WHAT BUILT THE CHAPEL ?

It was a strong sense of duty in regard to these
principles which led to the establishment of the Baptist
cause fifty years ago, this is the real secret of its origin.
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2       Fifty Years 

There is no doubt that the times demanded the  inaugura- 
tion of new centres of spiritual activity, for Dawley in 1846 
was a very  different place to the Dawley of  1896. The 
coal and iron industries which  had  been commenced in 
the middle of the last century by the Darbys’ of the ‘Dale 
were  then at  the height of  their  prosperity.  Upwards 
of ten thousand people  lived in  the scattered  town. 
Upon every  one of the now deserted  pit mounts  might 
be seen huge frames standing out against the sky. Busy 
forges abounded on every hand.  The darkness of every 
night  was lighted up by the  flaming summits of a  score 
of  blast furnaces.  The religious effort of  the town  at 
this time was all too insufficient, and the moral  condition 
of the  people was frightfully  low.  Within a few  yards 
of the present Chapel stood the Bull-ring,  where  scenes 
of the most shocking brutality were  witnessed from  time 
to time.  Good men of all religious  creeds felt stirred  to 
do something and it was then that the  Baptists  entered 
into what used to be  called  a  “Church-state”  and 
erected a simple building for the propagation of their 
doctrines and the welfare of their fellow men. 

BAPTISTS BEFORE THEN. 

But long before 1846 there had been  Baptists, and 
very emphatic Baptists too, in the district.    There were 
two well-known  gentlemen both answering to the  name 
of Mr. James Jones.  The one Mr. James Jones was  a 
farmer living at the Piece—an old fashioned homestead 
which had been in the same family then,  for a  hundred 
and fifty years—who had been baptized  by a Dr.  Palmer 
at Shrewsbury, and had held office as a deacon in the 
Wellington Baptist Church.   The other Mr. James  Jones, 
a Charter-master living in the Park. was also a Baptist 
deacon not in the church at  Wellington, but at Broseley 
Old Chapel,  and who in addition to his other gifts  was 
able to preach an occasional sermon. 

For several years, meetings too, had been held in 
different parts.   At first, the capacious kitchen of  the 
Piece house  was used  and afterwards at the Rock,  Little 



Eyton Fold and Horsehay, houses were opened for regular
services. Mr. Jones, the present senior deacon, does not
forget these first meetings under his father's roof. The
visits of a Mr. Meabury, who was connected with the
Birmingham Baptists, appear to have been specially
memorable and productive of much good. Mr. Steel, a
schoolmaster from Broseley ; Mr. Smith, an engineer in
the employ of the Lilleshall Company; Mr. Brooks and
Dr. Cranage, of Wellington, had also rendered valuable
help.

The Baptism in Morgan's Pool.

Nor could it be said that the light had been kept
under a bushel, for at least the practices, if not the
principles of the little community were known far
beyond the rooms where they gathered for worship.
According to their reading of the New Testament, the
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4       Fifty Years 

act of Baptism involved not sprinkling nor pouring but 
complete immersion, and this rite was demanded of those 
who had believed in Christ, and of them only. The first 
converts had publicly professed their faith in the Baptist- 
eries at Broseley and  Wellington,  but it had been  felt 
that here, a public testimony of this character  was required. 
Accordingly an open-air Baptism had been arranged to take 
place in  what was called  Morgan’s Pool in the Rough 
Ground.  The water was found to  be suitable,  and the 
disused  pit-banks admirably  adapted for the crowds 
which were expected. And here, in the presence of hundreds 
of witnesses, converts had  been buried with Christ in 
Baptism, as a  symbol of the Christ-life which they 
intended henceforth to live. 

Here then, long before 1846, was a  community 
holding certain distinct and  emphatic views, which  in 
their judgment were of  the highest  importance and  of 
the greatest practical usefulness in the bringing in of the 
kingdom of Christ. 

WHAT  WERE  THEIR  IDEAS ?  

At this point  it may be worth while to state  briefly 
the main principles which had attracted these people  to 
each other and which they had banded  themselves together 
to exemplify and teach.  This is perhaps  the more 
necessary after what has been said about  Baptism lest it 
should appear that the whole super-structure of subsequeut 
Church-life was based upon simply a certain form of a 
certain ceremony.  The rite of Baptism  may have been so 
zealously  insisted upon, as to lead  those who stood 
outside  to imagine that this  ceremony  was the one and 
only conviction, yet as a matter of  fact Baptism was only a 
detail in  the working  out of  the wider  and  grander 
principles which the first Baptists held.  

These people first regarded the Scriptures as their sole 
authority in  all matters of  faith and  practice, and  were  
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unwilling to accept off-hand  the traditional  interpreta- 
tion of either Church or Council, preferring to trust their 
own reason and  conscience, and above all the illumin- 
ation of the Spirit of Truth. They also believed in the 
essential Spirituality of  Religion.  While they failed  to 
see how a man could be born into the  Church of Christ, 
they also denied the  power of  sponsors and  sacraments 
to give any a place therein apart from the assent of the 
individual  will and the  yielding up of the personal  soul 
to the Christian faith. They were also never tired of 
maintaining  the right of  every living soul to  approach 
its God and Saviour immediately without the  interference 
of either priest or minister and to receive saving grace 
directly apart from the medium of any ordinance or 
sacrament.  It will be readily seen that the  Baptists’  rite 
of Baptism played no  unimportant part in the  advocacy 
of  these principles,  yet the  ceremony  was  a  means 
to an end rather than the end itself; and in turn these 
principles themselves were held, not alone for their own 
sakes, but  in the wider interests of vital religion, and for 
the realization of the purposes of God.  

John Ruskin has since those days told the religious 
world to “endeavour to build up from day to day and 
strength to strength,  by art, by thought, and by just  will 
an ecclesia (a true church) of  which it shall not be  said 
‘See what manner  of stones are here; but see  what 
manner of men’ ”   This was  the grand  ultimate  ideal 
of the founders of the  Baptist cause when they incorpor- 
ated them delves into a religious body in  1846.   During 
the fifty years  which have  intervened the church  has 
been unflinchingly  true to the principles which  inspired 
its origin. There have been many changes but  through 
them all, if not indeed by them all, a continuity has been 
preserved and an unbroken testimony maintained.  

ECCLESIASTICAL MACHINERY. 

To  enumerate even slightly the varied instruments 
and agencies by which the church has fulfilled its half-a-  
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Century’s   mission   is  here  impossible.    The   names  of 
many  noble  men  and  women  are  well  worthy of  most 
honourable  mention  by  reason   of  their  whole-hearted 
endeavour  on   behalf   of  Christ’s   cause.      Space  even 
forbids but a hasty glance  at  the institutions which  the 
church  has  called   into  its service during the  period  of 
its formal  existence. 

 

The   Chapel   of  1860. 

The first  chapel was built  in 1846, upon  a portion of 
the site of the  present building.    A piece  of ground  some 
hundred-and-fifty-six   square  yards  was   purchased for 
£29, and  a chapel seating some two hundred worshippers, 
together  with a minister's  house,  was  erected at a  total 
cost   of  £400.     This   building  was   opened   for  public 
worship  on June  11th,  and  the  Rev.  Arthur  O’Neil—
who has recently passed away—and the Rev. Alfred Tilly, 
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now  of  Cardiff,  preached.     During  the next  fourteen 
years  this  building was a constant trouble on account of 
its small  dimensions.   Before it had  been erected a year, 
other land  extending along  the  back  of the chapel  had to 
be purchased for a new schoolroom, and then  a little later 
galleries were inserted in the chapel  itself.    As time went 
on it  was apparent that this   building was utterly inade- 
quate  for the needs  of  the  church,  and  it  was  wisely 
resolved   in  the   summer  1859  to   pull   down   chapel, 
schoolroom   and   minister’s  house,   and    erect   a   more 
suitable   building   upon  the  whole  of the   site.     In the 
rearing  of  the  new  structure a  large   quantity  of  the 
material used in the  former chapel  and minister’s  house 
was   used  up,  and   the   stone  which  held  the  place of 
honour in the old edifice was placed  high up in the gable 
end   of  the  new   building,  where  it may  still  be  seen. 
This  splendid  audacity  of the church  at  the time pro-
voked considerable public comment.  “These people” said 
they “are commencing to build  a new chapel before they 
have  paid  for the  old one;”  and  what was said was true, 
for when  the second  building  was  opened  there was still 
an  outstanding  debt  of £140 upon  the  first.     But the 
Church was more than  justified.    The five or six hundred 
sittings  were  first  occupied   on  the  30th  of  September 
when the new building  was opened and  for several  years 
afterwards  it   was  crowded   at  the   ordinary   services. 
Since  the occupation of the  New  Chapel much has  been 
done to  make  it more  serviceable  and  convenient. In 
1863 the  organ was  placed  in  the  front  gallery, and  the 
galleries have been since altered.    Considerable improve-
ments have been  made  in  the basement and a new roof 
has  been  placed on  the  building.    A new  entrance  and 
modern  heating   arrangements   have   been   the   latest 
additions to the structure which  is not  yet,  by any means 
perfect.    It may be  roughly   estimated that the  Society 
has  spent near  upon  £2,000 upon  its buildings. 

The  church has  also  been  served by a succession of 
Officers who demand a passing  mention.    For  the  latest 
and   youngest  pastor  to   venture  to  speak   upon    his 
venerable  predecessors is  a  task  at once so  delicate and 
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thankless, that one is glad to be able to quote the deacons’ 
testimony and asking no further questions take it for 
granted that they were  “a  lot  of   splendid  fellows.” 
Indeed it has been long taken for granted by the people 
themselves that their minister   whoever  he  may  have 
been was quite able to hold his own against any of the 
ministers of the district.   Upon this point a characteristic 
story is often  told.    It appears that in 1855  the  different 
chapels  had  organized a series  of open-air meetings near 
the   Bull-ring,  and   the   Baptists  in   due   course were 
requested  to  send  their preacher.    It so   happened  on 
this particular day that a young  Stepney  College Student 
was engaged,  and  as  he  sat in  the  hinder  part of  the 
waggon, during the  early  part of the  service, hiding  his 
face in his hands, the people began to pity the poor young 
man on account of his having   to speak   before  so  many 
people  and  especially  after  so many  ministers.    But the 
story  runs   that  the   young   Baptist  preacher  did  not 
require  the  pity of  the Bank  that day,  for when  he rose 
up to speak the  crowd was amazed  at his  eloquence, and 
so carried a way  with the rush of his   appeal   that  they 
completely forgot  all  that they had  heard   before.    This 
story  may be to  a  certain  extent  apocryphal,  but  this 
much may be safely  said, that the people,  having  assured 
themselves of the character, the ability, and  the industry 
of its  ministers, have  never failed  to be  appreciative of 
their work nor loyal  to their teaching. 

The   Rev.   W.   Wrigley,   from  Accrington   Baptist 
College, was the  first minister,  and he remained only  six 
months.   After a brief  period,  Alfred Cox followed  with 
a pastorate of two  years  duration.   Henry Lawrence,  of 
Wellington, just fresh from  his Stepney   College  course, 
next undertook the work  for  a  year,  and  at the  end  of 
that period resigned.  Then  in  1857 came Thomas Skemp, 
who saw the present chapel  erected and  the membership 
largely   increased.   William   J.  Thorne,  of Welshpool, 
settled in 1864,  and after a period of three years’  faithful
 labour  made  way  for   Charles  Deavin,   who  had   been
 previously minister  at  Minchinhampton   and   Faken-
ham.      From  Wyken,   near   Coventry,   came   William 
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Standing  behind  these men and  supporting  them  in 
all  good  work  has  been  also  a succession  of  deacons. 
The  first  Mr. James   Jones, of  whom  no portrait   is  in 
existence, and the second Mr. James Jones, together  with 
Mr. T. Wooding  and  Mr.  M.  Bray  have  gone to their 
reward.     Mr.   John  L.   Jones  is in  the  United   States. 
The Mr. Jones who, as a  young  man  attended   the first 
meetings in the farmhouse kitchen is the present  senior; 
and he  is  supported   in  the  diaconate by  his  son, Mr. 
James Jones, of Hillside, by Mr. John H. Jones, the son of 
Mr. John L. Jones and by Mr. M. H. Bailey.    In addition 
to these four deacons, the pastor is now assisted by elders 
and a church   committee,   which  is elected  annually  by 
the  members. 

Wootton,  in the  summer  of 1870, and  rendered six years 
splendid service.     Upon  the recommendation of the  Rev. 
R. Shindler, the  Church next   invited George  Wilson,  of 
Gorleston, near  Great  Yarmouth, who three  years   later  
to the  general regret of the  members, left  for  a pastorate 
at High  Wycombe.  For nine years Emery Spanton,  now 
of Naunton,  near   Cheltenham,  preached  and  laboured, 
till he accepted a call to Devonshire.   James E. W. Cooke 
was unanimously elected in 1890, and left for America in 
1892, in  the  February of  which year  the  present  pastor 
preached.   Very  foolish would  be the  attempt  to define 
the  precise  influence  which  the ministry of these different 
pastors  has  exerted  upon  the  Church’s  life.    It would 
be easy to print figures  giving  the arithmetical results of 
each  succeeding stage  of its history, but that would prove 
nothing.   The  fact remains, and  it  is indisputable,  that 
no man’s  work  was a  failure,  but  each and  every one of 
those  who  have   exercised  the   pastoral  office have   been 
enabled by  God’s   blessing to  lead  the   Church   forward 
from faith  to  faith   and from  strength  to  strength.    By 
means of these  men, with  their  differing  gifts and varied 
talents the Church has proclaimed those principles which 
it  was first organized  to teach,  and bas seen the  Divine 
attestation of the  truths  they  hold in the  abundant sal 
vation  of the people. 
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The barest mention of the  different institutions  and 
auxiliary societies  which have been called into  existence 
is out  of the  question. All sorts  of machinery have  been 
put into operation for the attainment of the  ends in view. 
Every variety of method has  in  turn been   taken  up, and 
having served its useful purpose has been cast aside again 
to make  room  for something  better in the  advancement 
of the  cause. 

In these  later  times  the Church, as a rule,  has  been 
content to allow  the  truths it has proclaimed to  vindicate 
themselves against opponents, but in  the  earlier  days of 
its  history  it  did  not  hesitate to  enter  into   controversy 
and   fight  a  battle  royal   on behalf   of   the  doctrines it 
represented.   Times have  been  when  it  was  not  merely 
necessary  to speak  out but  also to  take  action. 

 

A  Corner  in  the  Cemetery. 

In the year 1871 the Church felt itself compelled to 
provide a Burial Ground, so that it might be independent 
of those who  were  inclined to  refuse Christian burial to 
the  unsprinkled.   If the   Burial   Act  of  1880  had  been 
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passed ten years earlier  this  cemetery  would have  been 
unnecessary, for the Act provides that any Nonconformist 
minister  may    bury,   baptized  or   unbaptized,   in   any 
parochial  Churchyard   upon  certain  simple   conditions, 
and   the  Baptist  pastors  would not  have   failed  to  take 
advantage  of   this  just and honourable provision.  But 
1880 was not 1870, and the  church was compelled to make 
its own private arrangements for the interment of its dead. 
The first grave was digged in this unconsecrated ground on 
May 9th,  1871, to receive the  body  of a little  unsprinkled 
babe whom Christ  had called to Himself,  and by that first 
burial the  ground became  consecrated.    On  the   day  of 
this  first  funeral  it is  said   that the   sexton  was advised 
that the foot  of  the  grave should always  lie towards the 
East, to  which  the good  man   replied that  in his  judg- 
ment  it  little  mattered whether the  feet of the dead  were 
placed towards the East or  the  West if the  soul was safe. 

PRINCIPLES   COST  SOMETHING. 

It follows   that all  this   machinery  of   organization 
and  effort   through  the   years   has   involved  a   heavy 
expenditure.    The   work which  the  Church has  set itself 
to  do has  been   approved  of  by  many  outside its  pale, 
and  they   have   often   aided  in   its   support.     When  the 
building of the  first  Chapel  was  contemplated  and the 
wealthy   charter-masters  of  the  time  were   approached 
they  said,   “ get  your building  up   and  then we'll  help 
you”  and   it   has  been   the   invariable  experience  that 
when real work has  been  done   money from  the   outside 
has found its  way  into  the   Church’s  coffers.      Several 
Bazaars  have   taken  place    in   the   process   of   raising 
necessary  funds.     One  in   1872   and   another in  1877 
brought   in  together   over   £600.    The  earliest  Sale  of 
Work took place in the Friends’ Meeting House at New 
Dale,  during   Rev.  A.  Cox’s   time,   and  from   that time 
New  Dale  has  frequently  contributed  to  the finances. 
For  many  years  Mr.  Edward  Williams who held the 
adjoining farm  allowed the use  of  the beautiful  dingle 
for an  annual tea  meeting, which kindness is still granted  
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by Mr.  B. Roden,  the present occupier.     But the greatest 
bulk of £  s.  d. necessary  for the  carrying forward of the 
work has  been  contributed by those  in  intimate connec- 
tion with the cause.     Some of the early members strongly 
objected to  compulsory   Church Rates,  yet  they   volun- 
tarily taxed   themselves   heavily   for  the   principles  they 
loved,  and to-day their  sons remain.    By regular  weekly 
offerings  and periodical collections, thousands of pounds 
have been raised.   Lately something over £200 per annum 
has  been  contributed to meet current claims,  quite  apart 
from   special   expenditure, which   speaks   eloquently  of 
the  willinghood  of the  people  and  the  strength of  their 
convictions.     Here at the  close  of the  half century  there 
is no indication that the  Church has  lost faith in its first 
principles or is less  disposed  than   it used to be  to  carry 
them  forward  to a successful issue. 

WHAT  HAS   THE  CHURCH  DONE? 

From  1846  to   1896   the   Church  has   existed   for 
purposes  other  than  that of keeping  itself  alive.     While 
it has  been a body needing  a great deal of support it has 
possessed  a brain to think, a heart to feel, and hands  and 
arms to labour  for the welfare of  the community at large. 

In  common with other Nonconformists this  society 
may  safely claim  to  have been  a  stimulus  and  to  have 
exercised a beneficent  influence  upon  the   Religious  life 
of the town.     Upon  this   matter  others  may  be allowed 
to speak.    “Religion in  England,”  says Professor Hatch 
“has  been   kept  from   the   fate  which   has   overtaken 
religion  in many parts of Continental  Europe,  chiefly  by 
the fact that Nonconformity has existed on a considerable 
scale.”    Canon  Curteis  also   said   at  a  recent  Church 
Congress,  “ Dissent  has been a main agent in dissipating 
a great many fallacies and   in establishing a  great  many 
truths.” 
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A GOSPEL   FOR  EVERYBODY. 

A full share has been also taken in the evangelization 
of  the  people  of the  town.     In  the   centre of the   pulpit 
cloth in the  Chapel   to-day,  may be  seen the  monogram 
I.H.S.   (Iesu Hominum Salvator) and  on  either  hand  in 
the two  side  panels   there is  an Alpha   and  an  Omega, 
which is meant to suggest that Jesus the  Saviour  of men 
is the sum total of all the pulpit  teaching.    Jesus  Christ 
and  Him  Crucified  has been the  staple of  each  pastor’s 
ministry,  and  where  the   people  have  failed  to come to 
the  Gospel, the Gospel has been taken to them.   By every 
legitimate  means   the  conversion of the  people  has  been 
sought  after.     If  it is  difficult to say how  largely  suc- 
cessful this work has been  yet  the  records of the Church 
show   some  splendid  results.     Rev.   T.  Skemp   received 
no less  than  forty into  church  membership  in   a  single 
year,   and  Rev.  E.  Spanton  in  the   same   space  of time 
baptized an equal  number.     In  spite  of the depopulation 
of the  district  and  the  general  exodus  which   is  slowly 
taking   place,   the    membership  of   something   over  a 
hundred is regularly maintained. 

RELIGIOUS  EDUCATION   OF   THE    YOUNG. 

Equally   important has  been  the  Church’s  ministry 
among  the  young.    True  is it that during all these years 
infant-baptism has been  refused  the  children,  yet  their 
early  acceptance of the  Christian faith has  been  the more 
diligently aimed   at.    Teachers  have  not  brought  their 
little  ones to  the  font,  but  have  endeavoured  to  lead 
them   to  Christ.    The   earliest   venture  after  the   first 
Chapel  was built was the enlargement of the  Schoolroom 
and  this  branch  of service  has  always claimed  the  finest 
energy which  the  community has  had  at its  command. 
One  of  the   scholars,  William   Newill,  once  received a 
Bible  at the  hands  of the  Superintendent  and  carried  it 
with  him as his daily companion all through the Crimean 
war.    When  his regiment was examined before Lucknow 
he was commended  for  being  one of four  only  who had 
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Bibles in their possession.   This  single instance  is typical 
of many cases where scholars, far away,  have done  credit 
to    the  religious  education  they  have   here   received. 
Through the  numerous Young People’s  Societies, robust 
christian character has often been developed and growing 
powers  successfully  trained for  eminent  Christian service. 

SOCIAL   SERVICE. 

“The working classes”  it is said “are now demanding 
that Christianity shall   be tried by its social  effectiveness, 
its power to serve the  welfare, physical,  intellectual  and 
moral, of the great mass of men.”     Well, if  the Christian- 
ity  of the Church is judged  by this standard,  there is  no 
reason to be ashamed. 

EDUCATING   THE    PEOPLE. 

The  cause  of  Popular Education has  long  received 
help.     Long  before  public   money was  voted  to  schemes 
of Technical Education, this  Society had  its night  schools 
and  its   science   classes.     In  1868   Charles  Deavin  was 
lecturing weekly upon  Acoustics, Botany, and  Meterology 
to a class  of young men,  some   of  whom   to-day   confess 
their mental vision  all  the wider because of these smatter- 
ings  of  knowledge   then  received.   In  connection  with 
Mr. Wootton’s Young  Men’s  Association,  a paper was read 
in 1874 upon the subject of the education of the working 
classes  and   this  has always been  steadily  aimed at.     A 
visitor might have seen whole  class rooms, in the basement 
of the Chapel, filled with men  studying the three R's, even 
in   1891,  and  as  late   as  last   winter   work  of  a  similar 
character   was  conducted.    Libraries  and  the  diffusion 
of healthy literature  has  also  come   within  the scope  of 
the  Church’s  activity.    For two  years a  Book Depôt was 
opened for the  sale of  the best reading at the lowest rates, 
which,  if   it   did   not  succeed  financially,   nevertheless 
proved a means  of public  welfare. 

There have  never been  any  endowments,  out of which 
to   provide   for    Church    charities,    yet    voluntaryism 
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has never failed   in  this   respect,  and  on  occasions   has 
behaved itself splendidly.    When Rev. T.  Skemp  became 
afflicted  with  paralysis in   1863  the   sum  of  £100  was 
collected  for his  benefit,  and  again in  1870  another £60 
was  presented  to  the  widow  on  the   death  of  Rev.  C. 
Deavin.    Sympathy  and  help  have   swiftly  come  to  the 
rescue,  when   trouble  and  disaster  have  befallen  any. 
Not   unfrequently   has    the   Church,   in    the    words   of 
George  Herbert,   “joyned   hands with   God  to  make  a 
man to live.” 

A  FRIEND   IN    NEED. 

In the   excess  of  philanthropic  zeal,  blunders  have 
been  sometimes   made, but  not  often.     It is   said   that 
Charles  Deavin  was one  day  accosted  by   a   “casual,” 
whose  head covering  was  in  a most  deplorable  condition 
and out  of sympathy  with the  poor fellow.   he presented 
him  with   his  own   hat and  walked  home  a distance of 
half  a mile, bareheaded.    An equal portion of Mr. Deavin’s 
spirit has since been granted some of his successors.   Ten 
years ago last month a great calamity  fell upon the district 
in the  closing  up of the  Coalbrookdale Company’s  Horse- 
hay Iron works.    Hundreds of workmen were permanently 
thrown   out   of  employment   with  no   prospect   of   ever 
winning a  livelihold  elsewhere in the   town.    In  a  very 
short space  of time  the population shrank  to  nearly half 
of what it had been  previously.  To relieve the distress and 
assist the  migration  of these  unemployed, an  influential 
Committee  was formed  and  the  Baptist  minister, Rev. E. 
Spanton,  in his  capacity as Secretary,  did  a  large  share 
of the work, no less than £1,000  passing through  his hands 
to mitigate the terrible distress.    Since then, in 1893 a Sun- 
day  Evening  Service was arranged for  the  benefit  of a 
number of distressed ironworkers and£ 15 was distributed 
the next morning in orders  for food upon the local trades- 
people.    During   the  last   coal  strike   in   1894   a   small 
Charity Organization  Society was  instituted   and  man- 
aged   entirely   by   the   Church,   and  considerable   relief 
administered. 
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While a  ready hand has been  stretched  out  to  help 
the  poor,   the   Church   has  not  blinded  itself   to   the 
unspeakable thriftlessness of certain  classes,  nor to some 
of the   causes  which  keep   the  people   poor.    Attempts 
have often been made to help   the  people   to help   them- 
selves.     Before the days  of  popular Assurance, a  Burial 
Club  was instituted in  connection  with   the   School.     A 
Mr.  Beans,  of   Coventry,  first   suggested  the  idea and it 
was taken  up by Mr.  Skemp and the  deacons  who  were 
appointed   trustees.    The  small   sum  of  one  penny  per 
month entitled   the  family  to  a bonus  of £2  in  case   of 
death.    Upon the accumulation  of the  capital,  the small 
subscription was reduced  to one  half, upon  which terms 
the  Society still holds  on  its  prosperous  way  with  £100 
to  its  credit  at the  bank. 

LESSONS   IN    SELF  HELP. 

The   special  temptation in  a  colliery  district  is  the 
drink traffic,  and here  this society  has often  stood  alone 
in   its   protesting   against  the   demoralising   effects  of 
intemperance.    “The Dawley Rescue,” a  Good Templar 
Lodge, was formed in the  schoolroom.    Upon  the  founda- 
tion  stone of the  Old  Temperance  Hall-now  known  as 
the  Town  Hall-may  be still  read the  name of one of the 
present  deacons,  and   in   any   considerable  temperance 
movement the  members  of  this  community  have   played 
a conspicuous part. 

Now,  this rapid review  of active Christian endeavour 
is no small  tribute to the  excellency of the  principles and 
the   ideals  which have  been  written  upon  the   church’s 
heart.    This  story of  Christian   achievement  may  read 
like  a braggart  boast, but  in   the   presence  of  so  much 
empty  assumption  of  ecclesiastical  superiority,  this  sin 
may  be  forgiven  us.      The   church  has   done  something 
for  the   town,   but then we  frankly   acknowledge that 
certain  principles  have made  the  church  what it is,  and 
thus  to God  is all the  glory. 
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WHAT   ABOUT   THE  FUTURE ? 

Now  in closing it  only remains to  ask whether  this 
Baptist   Church   is  to  receive  a  new   lease  of  life,  and 
whether another chapter is to  be added to  the  history of 
its  past.   In the course  of fifty  years vast  and astonish- 
ing  changes take  place,   and   ideas   which  are  counted 
strange    enough    at  the    commencement,   are   all    but 
generally  accepted at  the   close  of  such  a  period.     We 
may admire the  heroism of  these early Baptists, and  the 
depth  of    their    spiritual   convictions    without    feeling  
called  upon  to take up  their burden and  perpetuate their 
work.    The  past is not the present. 

“ Time   makes  ancient  good  uncouth” 

and we  feel it  is  utter folly  to 

“ Attempt  the future’s  portal  
With  the  past’s blood-rusted key” 

But it   should  be  remembered that these principles  for 
which these  first  members contended, have  not yet  spent 
their strength,  nor is their work nearly done.    True this 
little   community   has  lived   to  see  some   of   its   ideas 
become public opinion.     Its church  polity,  for instance, 
has, during this  time,  gradually  become   accepted as  an 
ideal  form  of  government,  and  has  thus entered  into  the 
very constitution   of   the   State.      Fifty   years  ago  this 
little   body   was  holding  its  own independent  existence, 
electing   its   own  minister  and  other  officers, giving  to 
each  man,  each   woman, an  equal   vote  in all its affairs, 
and  educating its members to govern  themselves, which 
principles  of  self-government  have   been   since   adopted 
in  the  Parish and in  the County;  but many  other things, 
and perhaps more important  things,  remain  as they were. 

 
AS  IT  WAS    IN    THE  BEGINNING. 
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There is still the   same  appeal to “ tradition ”  and  “the 
Church ”  instead of  “ the Scriptures ”  as there  used  to 
be.  In this year of grace, 1896, the  efficacy of Sacraments 
is still   declared, and  the   people   are  taught that a  few 
drops of water  can   alter  the   nature   of  a soul,  and   the 
partaking of a little  common bread and  wine  brings the 
recipient into possession of saving Grace.*  Sane  men and 
women,  promise  yet, to  do  for others  just  that,  which, 
souls  responsible  to  God  can    only  do  for   themselves, 
while Christian  ministers still  call  themselves  “priests” 
and arrogate to  themselves  exclusive  functions   which 
are the  common heritage of all  believers. 

While these  things exist the   mission  and   ministry 
of the  Baptist  Church is  not  accomplished.    Against  all 
this  religious sacramentarianism,  formalism,  aud   super- 
stition  it  is   still   its   Christian   duty  to   wage   war as 
earnestly as its fathers did,  fifty years ago.    The  common 
welfare  of   men  and   the  kingdom  of  Christ   together 
demand  that the  Baptists should  he  better Baptists than 
ever,  and  that they should   be just as  emphatic  and un- 
compromising in their testimony as  they  were in the first 
days. 

They  are  greatly mistaken who imagine  the  Baptists 
to  be a mere sect,   clubbed  together for  the  propagation 
of  certain  pious and   harmless fads.    They  rather repre- 
sent  a holy   war  against  irreligion  both  in  Church  and 
State.     This,  and  this   only,  assures for  them  a future. 

* As a specimen of some local religious teaching, attention is 

called to the  following, which  occurs in the latest issue of a Parish 

Magazine which circulates within five miles of the  Chapel :    “ The 

consecrated  wafer or  bread is  Christ  really  and   truly.”    “In the 

Sacrament we offer to God, the  Body  and  Blood  of Christ as  Christ 

Himself offered  it  on  the night  before His   Crucifixion.”     In review- 

ing  these statements, the  Church  Intelligencer for  July,  remarks : 

“While  our  Country  Parishes  are  left to  such   Teachers there  is 

abundant  need to throw  a ray   of light  into the dark  places of  our 
land.” 

See also  Wellington  Journal,  June 27th,  1896,  pp.  8. 
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While they are true to themselves and their high  calling, 
there need   be  no anxiety about the   coming  days.     The 
principles  they assert are the world’s deepest tendencies, 
and will become accepted more and more as time goes on. 
The cause they fight for is sure of victory, for though their 
weapons are  not   carnal,  they  are  nevertheless   mighty 
through God to the pulling down  of strongholds.  Wherever 
and however the minds and  hearts of men  are entrenched 
against God, whether behind worldly  maxims, base habits 
or  superstitious thinkings,  these strongholds  must  be re- 
duced,   and every mind be  brought into  the  captivity of 
Christ. 

19TH  CENTURY  PURITANISM. 

There is a remarkable absence of anything of  historic 
interest  in  Dawley  or its  neighbourhood, but  it  appears 
that the place did once possess a Castle.     It  stood away 
on the other  side   of  the   town,  on  the   fringe of  water 
called  the   Castle  Pool,  which very  pool  may have been 
the  Castle moat itself.    In the  great civil   war  the Castle 
was held  by the Royalists, and in  1645  suffered  an attack 
from  the  Parliamentary forces.    A brave stand was made 
in   defence  of   the  Castle   by   a  plucky   woman,   but 
Cromwell’s  men  were too much for her, for  they reduced 
the  Castle  and  set  it  on fire. 

They who attack the ancient strongholds may expect 
to  be   regarded  pretty  much   as   Cromwell's   men  are 
looked upon for their destruction  of  Dawley  Castle.  But 
Baptists  are neither  ashamed nor afraid  to be compared 
to  Cromwell's  men.     Their only  fear  is  lest  they should 
not  attain to the high standard  and  be unworthy of  the 
name.   Before the faith,  the  fire  and  daring of  a  sturdy 
Puritanism, no castle, however  fortified, could  long  hold 
out, and  victory  would  be   swift  and  sure.     The  only 
serious  danger  is   that   people should  never dream  of 
comparing us to these  men,  and so the cause of  God  and 
truth should suffer defeat.   Says Cromwell “I raised such 
men  as had  the  fear  of  God  before them,   as made some 
conscience of  what they  did;  and  from  that day forward, 
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I must  say to you,  they were never beaten, and  wherever 
they  were  engaged   against  the  enemy,  they  beat  con- 
tinually.”     So, if  we  would  have  success   our  company 
must  be of  the  order  of  men  who  have  the fear of the 
Lord  before  them,  and make  a conscience  of  what they 
do,  and  then   our  prospects   will  be as   bright  as  the 
promises  of  God.     At  the  present  moment  these  prin- 
ciples  of  the  nineteenth  century  Puritanism  demand  a 
more  intelligent  grasp  and  a  more  enthusiastic  loyalty 
on  the  part of  young  men  and  maidens   of  our  fellow- 
ship.     We are,  of course, told  that  modern young people 
care  nothing  for  these  principles, and  that they  can be 
easily  drawn   away  from the  associations of their child- 
hood      Of some, this  may be true,  but the insinuation  
is an   insult  to  the  intelligence  of  others.    Numbers  of 
young  people there are—on the right side of thirty—who 
understand what  Baptist Principles mean, and are 
consequently  unwilling,  at  any  price,  to sell  their birth- 
right,  and  it  is to  these   that  the  church  is  looking  for 
the  maintenance  of its  best  traditions,  and the fulfilment 
of its far-away ideals.     But let  there be no weakness on 
the  part of  any.      These  stirring times  demand that  all 
our  youth  should   be  heartily  enlisted  in  the  cause  of 
Truth  and  Progress,  the  cause  of humanity and  God. 

“ Rise !   for the  day  is passing 
And  you lie  dreaming on ; 
The  others  have buckled  their  armour, 
And forth to the fight  are gone. 
A place in the ranks  awaits  you,  
Each  man  has  some part to play— 
The  past and  the  future  are nothing 
In the  face  of  the  stern to-day.” 



ADDENDA. 

Mr.  Meabury  first  visited Dawley  Bank  in  1817. 

The  first  service  at the  Rock  was conducted  in  the 
house  of  a Mrs.  Aston  on May 1st,  1829. 

The   site  of   the   first   chapel    was   purchased   on 
December 26th,  1843.    The total cost was £440  13s. 8d. 
After  the  opening  services  a debt   of  £330 still  remained.  

The   new  schoolroom  and  the  site  extending  along 
the  back of  the  first  chapel  cost  £136. 

Rev. A. Cox commenced his work on November 24th, 
1850.      New  galleries   inserted  in   the   building  in  May, 
1851  at a total  cost  of £52  13s.  5d. 

In the following July a Bazaar  at  New  Dale realized 
£40.    At  this  time  there were hundred  and  fifty  scholars 
in  the  school. 

When   Mr.  Lawrence  became   pastor  on  May 30th, 
1854  there  was a debt  of  £240. 

Rev. T.  Skemp began  his  work  on August  1st,  1857, 
and  preached  for the last  time  November 8th, 1863 

Rev.  John  Williams,  of  Glasgow,   the   Right  Hon. 
Lord Teynham, and  Dr. Cranage preached in connection 
with  the  opening  of  the  new  chapel. 

Rev.  W.  J.   Thorne  refused   the  first  invitation  to 
the  pastorate  but  accepted. a second  invitation  and  was 
recognised  as Pastor on 24th  of July  1864.    The remains 
of Mr.  Thorne's first  wife lie in Dawley  Churchyard. 
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Rev. C. Deavin   commenced  on January 12th,  1868, 
and  died  on  May  14th,   1870.  His  grave  may  still be 
seen  in  Lawley   Churchyard.    A  monument  was  after- 
wards   erected  in  our  own  Cemetery.    Mrs.  Deavin   is 
living  in  Kent, the youngest child, which  was taken  from 
Dawley six weeks  old, is a confirmed  invalid. 

Rev.  W.  Wootton  settled  in  July  1870.    The first 
Bazaar  took  place  on  December  10th,   1872  and made 
£300   14s.   2d.    Mr.  Wootton  went  to  Coalville  from 
Dawley,  and  from  there to  Princes  Risboro,  where  he 
died. 

Rev. George Wilson narrowly escaped becoming a 
Wesleyan  Minister, for he was recommended by the 
chairman of the  Portsmouth  District, for the Australian 
Ministry,   his   views   on   baptism  altering  his   course. 
During Mr. Wilson’s  time  the  second  great  Bazaar was 
held    which   in    all   realized    £300.     Lord  Teynham 
contributed  £50   to  this   amount.     Mr.  Wilson  is  now 
pastor at Monkwearmouth, Sunderland. 

Rev. E. Spanton  is now pastor at Naunton, near  to 
Cheltenham. 

Rev. A. Lester is Secretary  of the Salop  Baptist 
Association  and  is the  County's  Representative  upon  the 
Council  of the  Baptist Union. 

The  Jubilee    Services  are   celebrated  on  July   12th, 
and  14th,   1896. 
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